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To:	cbarger @ bu.educc:	larasev @ bu.edu, bskinner @ bu.edu, dapagan @ bu.edu, jbarger @ 

worldnet.att.net, jwahlman @ ACS1.BU.EDU, sfromkin @ ACS1.BU.EDU, sdussing @ ACS1.BU.EDU, slucich @ 

ACS1.BU.EDU, nla @ ACS1.BU.EDU, skink55 @ ACS1.BU.EDU, jodrans @ ACS1.BU.EDU, nlessuk @ 

ACS1.BU.EDU, julbeck @ ACS1.BU.EDU, tanstead @ ACS1.BU.EDU, cicalese @ ACS1.BU.EDU, kwlem @ 

ACS1.BU.EDU, hpenha @ ACS1.BU.EDU, callie33 @ aol.com, tstoveri @ ACS1.BU.EDU, jensobie @ 

ACS1.BU.EDU, blackrr @ ACS1.BU.EDU, Irina_Itkin @ ITA.DOC.GOV, Cathy_Rodriguez @ jfk-arrb.gov, 

Marie_Fagnant @ jfk-arrb.gov (bcc: Cathy Rodriguez/ARRB)From:	skink55 @ bu.edu @ INTERNET @ 

INTERLIANT   Date:	03/16/98 12:30:51 AMSubject:	Re: FW: Seinfeld's Last Script -Forwarded (fwd)Hi Joe, This 

is Cathy at the review board,  i used to work with Chris Barger.  I recieved a copy of your mass email, and am 

afraid i must decline seeing as I am in DC; however, when I am in Boston, i'd love to take u up on the poker 

game!   Enjoy!  Hey all,       I'm trying again now that break is over, and this time I'm beingspecific. I want to 

organize two get together events:1.  Poker:  This Saturday night at 7pm at my house. It is for money (asthat is 

the only true way to play poker) and we will set a time limit forthe game. Everyone is invited and encouraged, 

but you must have a generalidea about how the game is played. If you are rusty that's ok. The antewill be a 

quarter per hand or game, with bets being pennies and up. We maychange the penny part, but I know we're 

grad students, so we may need thelowest common denominator to make it. Bring your own drinks, 

snacks(chips, etc) provided. I'll give everyone directions to my place when acritical mass has accepted the 

challenge.OR2.   Football:  A touch game this Saturday in the early afternoon, 1:00,2:00? at either Nickerson 

field or another agreed-upon location. This canbe a great way to get to know each other in a non-drinking 

setting. Wewill divide teams evenly with an appropriate male/female ratio. I'll finda football (Does anyone 

have one? NOT Nerf)Please everyone, I think this could really be a lot of fun. Respond soonso I can prepare 

and set a specific time on the football. If any of youhave important suggestions for me, please don't hesitate.                              

Sincerely looking for fun,                                      Joe Leavitt 
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